HP Notebook Stands

Whether you want to elevate your notebook or
dock it and use an external display (or two),
keyboard, and mouse, HP has a stand for that.

Quickly and easily customize and maximize your workspace
with an HP Notebook Stand. Combine your choice of stand
with a notebook, docking station, display, keyboard, and
mouse (compatibility varies by stand) for a complete,
comfortable solution.
HP Adjustable Dual Display Stand
Maximize your productivity with dual displays mounted above
your notebook. Adjustable user comfort features include
customizable depth, height, tilt, and angle so you can find
your most comfortable viewing position.
HP Display and Notebook Stand
Use the innovative, adjustable shelf to mount your notebook or
notebook and docking station. The depth-, height-, and tiltadjustable dual-hinged, smooth-motion display stand lets you
use a separate standalone monitor alongside your notebook
for dual-display efficiency.
HP Dual Hinge Notebook Stand
Position a notebook or notebook and docking station at your
most comfortable viewing angle, and use the integrated base
rollers to rotate the stand and share your work.

HP Adjustable Display Stand
Park your notebook and enjoy the enhanced viewing of a
larger display. The dual-hinged, smooth-motion stand helps
you find your most comfortable depth, height, and tilt position.
The adaptable design accommodates notebooks with or
without a docking station.
HP LCD Monitor Stand
Dock and charge your notebook PC and enjoy a large-screen
external display. Connect your notebook to an HP Docking
Station, HP Advanced Docking Station, or HP Ultralight
Docking Station in the lower tray, which slides in and out for
easy access, connect to the display, and you’re ready to work.
All HP Notebook Stands are covered by a worldwide limited
one-year warranty. For more information, visit
www.hp.com/notebook/accessories.

HP Notebook Stands

Product number
Dimensions
Weight
Compatibility

HP Adjustable Dual Display Stand
HP Display and Notebook Stand
AW664AA
AW662AA
15.7 x 19.7 x 14.0 in (40.0 x 50.0 x 35.5 cm)
19.0 x 27.2 x 18.5 in (48.0 x 69.0 x 47.0 cm)
12.3 lb (5.6 kg)
14.6 lb (6.6 kg)
All HP Notebook PCs and LCD displays up to 24 diagonal inches with a 100-mm VESA mounting pattern.

Product number
Dimensions
Weight
Compatibility

HP Dual Hinge Notebook Stand
HP Adjustable Display Stand
AW661AA
AW663AA
8.7 x 11.8 x 14.2 in (22.0 x 30.0 x 36.0 cm)
16.9 x 13.8 x 15.7 in (43.0 x 35.0 x 40.0 cm)
7.5 lb (3.4 kg)
8.4 lb (3.8 kg)
All HP Notebook PCs and LCD displays up to 24 diagonal inches with a 100-mm VESA mounting pattern.

Product number
Dimensions
Weight
Compatibility

HP LCD Monitor Stand
QM196AA
Upper platform: 5 x 13.8 x 16 in (12.7 x 35.1 x 40.7 cm); Notebook platform: 13.8 x 10.8 in (35 x 27.5 cm)
8.6 lb (3.05 kg)
HP notebooks up to 17.3 diagonal inches, HP Basic, Advanced, and Ultralight Docking Stations, and LCD
displays up to 25 pounds with a base not exceeding the upper platform dimensions noted above
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